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Electric Gasoline 


General Purpose:  To inform 


Specific Purpose:  To inform my audience about the Xebra, all-electric car. 


Thesis Statement:  In order to be more knowledgeable about the Xebra, it is important to 


understand what the Xebra is, how the Xebra differs from traditional 


vehicles, and some of its advantages and disadvantages.   


Organizational Pattern:  Topical 


Introduction 


I. Attention Getter: It’s something none of us look forward to.  Those dreadful 


few minutes of standing at the gas pump, painfully watching the price of your 


purchase climb higher and higher.  Face it; everyone’s wallet takes a beating 


at the pump today.  Even my small, “fuel-efficient” car costs upward of $30 to 


fill.  Now imagine you could fill your vehicle for only a dollar.  Yes, a dollar.  


The good news is you don’t even need to use your imagination, because 


according to a 2007 article published in Popular Science, the cost to refuel a 


Xebra is only about one dollar (Popular Science, 2007).   


II. State Topic: Today I will tell you about the Xebra all-electric car. 


III. Audience Relevance: This topic is important to you because in my in-class 


survey five out of six of you said you own a car and drive regularly, and four 


out of six indicated that most of your driving is short distance and in the city. 








 


 


IV. Preview Statement:  In order to be more knowledgeable about the Xebra, it is 


important to understand what the Xebra is, how the Xebra differs from 


traditional vehicles, and some of its advantages and disadvantages.   


Transition: First, I will discuss what the Xebra is.   


Body 


I. The Xebra is one of the first all-electric cars to be marketed in the United 


States. 


A. According to a 2007 article in the Chicago Tribune, the all-electric Xebra 


is produced by Shandong Jindalu, a taxi maker in China (Chicago 


Tribune 2007). (VA, Chart of Descriptive Information) 


1. In 2006, ZAP (which stands for Zero Air Pollution) became the 


first company to sell Xebras in the United States. 


2. A 2007 Inside Bay Area article revealed that Xebra dealers are 


now scattered throughout the nation at specialized dealerships, 


with locations as close as Columbia, MO (Inside Bay Area 


2007).  


B. There are two Xebra models available for consumers to choose from.   


1. The first model is a four-door car. (VA, Picture of Car) 


a. According to the previously cited Inside Bay Area article, 


the car model is about ten foot in length and comes in a 


variety of bright colors, as well as zebra strips (Insider Bay 


Area 2007). 








 


 


b. The previously cited Chicago Tribune article lists the retail 


price of the Xebra car at around $10,000 (Chicago 


Tribune 2007).  


2. The second model option is the two-door truck. (VA, Picture of 


Truck) 


a. According to the previously cited Chicago Tribune article, 


the Xebra truck is approximately the same length as the car 


and features short 4 foot bed with sides that fold flat 


(Chicago Tribune 2007). 


b. The truck model sells for around $11,000. 


c. The previously cited Inside Bay Area article revealed that 


paint options for the truck model include a bright blue and 


tamer white (Inside Bay Area 2007). 


Transition: Now that I have discussed what the Xebra is, next let’s take a look at how it 


differs from traditional gasoline-powered vehicles. 


II. The Xebra differs from traditional gasoline-powered cars in 2 ways. (VA, 


Chart of Differences) 


A. The first major difference is the Xebra’s vehicle type.   


1. According to a 2007 Seattle Times article, the Xebra is 


technically classified as a 3-wheeled motorcycle and  features 


one wheel in the front and two in the back (Seattle Times 2007). 


2. The Xebra’s simplicity and single front wheel is the secret to 


keeping the selling price low. 








 


 


B. The second major difference between the Xebra and traditional gasoline-


powered vehicles is its battery. 


1. According to the previously cited Chicago Tribune article, the 


Xebra runs entirely off six rechargeable, lead-acid batteries 


(Chicago Tribune 2007).   


2. An article in a 2007 issue of the McClatchy-Tribune Regional 


News reveals that the Xebra’s plug fits into a standard household 


outlet for charging (McClatchy-Tribune Regional News-The 


Bellingham Herald 2007). 


3. A single charge will allow the car to reach top speeds of 40 mph 


and travel for up to 25 miles, according to the previously cited 


Seattle Time article (Seattle Times 2007). 


Transition: Now that we have looked at how the Xebra differs from gasoline-powered 


vehicles, finally let’s examine some of its advantages and disadvantages. 


III.   The Xebra has both advantages and disadvantages.  


A.  There are 2 major advantages to the Xebra. (VA, Chart of Advantages) 


1.  The first advantage of the Xebra is that is saves owners money 


both in their purchase of the vehicle and at the pump.   


a. According to a previously cited Inside Bay Area article, the 


selling price of a Xebra vehicle is between $10,000 and 


$11,000; this is about $15,000 cheaper than the average 


vehicle (Inside Bay Area 2007). 








 


 


b. Because the Xebra runs entirely off rechargeable batteries, 


it also saves drivers from paying high gasoline prices. 


2. The second major advantage of the Xebra is that is very eco-


friendly. 


a. According to the previously cited Inside Bay Area article, 


because it is run entirely on batteries, the Xebra emits 


almost zero air pollutants (Inside Bay Area 2007). 


b. It also reduces gasoline usage. 


B. Although the Xebra has advantages, it also has 3 disadvantages. (VA, 


Chart of Disadvantages) 


1. The Xebra’s first disadvantage is its lack of amenities. 


a. According to the previously cited Chicago Tribune article, 


all Xebra models have no air conditioning (Chicago 


Tribune 2007). 


b. In addition, the car model does not have a trunk. 


c.  Finally, all models have only crank windows because any 


additional power items would drain the vehicle’s batteries. 


2. The second disadvantage of the Xebra is its size.  


a. Because the Xebra is technically classified as a motorcycle 


it is not required to meet same the standards as a typical 


car, and as a result, is not built with 5 mile per hour 


bumpers or air bags (Chicago Tribune 2007). 








 


 


b. The previously cited McClathy-Tribune Regional News 


article also describes how the Xebra’s light weight makes 


driving in snowy and windy weather a hazard (McClatchy-


Tribune Regional News-The Bellingham Herald 2007). 


3. The Xebra’s third disadvantage is its short battery life.  


a. According to the previously cited Chicago Tribune article, 


recharging the Xebra requires plugging the car in for 8 


hours (Chicago Tribune 2007). 


b. In addition, the vehicles can only go about 22-25 miles 


before requiring charging. 


Conclusion 


I. Summary Statement: Today I have explained to you what the Xebra is, how 


it differs from traditional gasoline-powered vehicles, and some of its 


advantages and disadvantages. 


II. Closure:  Think back to the last time you had to refuel your vehicle.  With the 


high gas prices, most likely you were not overjoyed when it came time to pay.  


Today consumers not only have the opportunity to save money at the pump, 


but help save the environment as well, and it’s all possible with a Xebra.   
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